
















































































From: Susan Heim [mailto:heim.sd@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 5:22 PM 
To: Carlin, Matthew 

Subject: Testimony for City Council Hearing on March 27, 2014 
  

To Whom it May Concern: 

I would like to submit testimony regarding the school bus issues I've had with my son, Charlie 

Heim this year.  He is a kindergarten student attending PS 138@30.  He is a special needs 

student, this is a District 75 school.   

Last fall he was initially assigned to school bus for ambulatory students despite his IEP stating he 

was non-ambulatory and needed a lift bus.  I contacted OPT and it was fixed by the first day of 

school. 

His new bus was scheduled to pick him up at 6:30 am.  I would not put him on that bus because 

it was coming too early.  His school begins at 9:00 am, breakfast begins at 8:10 am.  For the first 

month of school I brought him to school using an MTA bus and walking several blocks.  We 

would leave at 7:25 am and he was in school by 8:20 am.  The ride home was no better, his 

school dismisses children at 2:30 pm, he was arriving at home between 4 and 5 pm.  I called 

OPT and sent emails to Richie Scarpa.  I asked the bus company and OPT personnel why it was 

taking so long and no one would tell me.  I asked where the bus was going and I was told they 

weren't allowed to give me that information. 

At the end of September, my son was assigned to a new bus that was picking him up at 6:45 am, 

but he was still not arriving at school until 8:20.  The afternoon commute was no better, he was 

still arriving at home between 4 and 5 pm.  I continued to call and email OPT officials. I also 

asked that he be moved to another bus coming to our neighborhood to pick up his 

classmate.  This bus was coming at 7:25 and arriving at school at 8:05.  In the afternoon it was 

arriving home at 3:15, just a few blocks from where we live. 

I agreed to an interview with Melissa Russo from NBC 4, it was filmed at the end of September 

and aired the first week of October.  The day they followed his bus and filmed him at school, 

where I was present, was the day the problem was finally fixed.  What she discovered was his 

bus was going to another school, parking and sitting there for 30 minutes before taking him to his 

school.  I was very angry when I found this out.   

The bus was great from October until January.  Unfortunately he was assigned to an Atlantic 

Express Bus.  But Hoyt Transportation took over his route.  The week of January 6th was a 

disaster.  He was late to school every day, picked up at 8:30 on Monday, 9:30 on Tuesday, 9:45 

on Wednesday, and 8:45 on Thursday.  It was the coldest week of the winter and the heat was 

not working on the bus.  It caused me to be 90 minutes late to a workshop I was required to 

attend for my job on January 8th.  I continued to contact OPT and the bus company.  Another 

parent also was in contact with them.  By Friday of that week, they sent a brand new bus and 

things were okay for a little bit. 

 

mailto:heim.sd@gmail.com


Since that time we've had 3 different drivers and 2 different matrons.  The morning pick up has 

changed from 7:10 to 7:25 to 7:10.  The afternoon drop off since mid-February has been late, 

close to 4:00 pm.  When I asked the bus driver why, he stated that he is now going to two other 

schools.  This was not happening before. 

 

I recently found out that there is another child at his school who lives 2 blocks away but is on a 

different bus.  Rather than going to other schools, they need to put the same kids for the same 

school on the same bus.  It would avoid much of the delay.  My son has limited time travel of not 

more than 60 minutes on his IEP, it's been there since March of 2013 when his IEP for this year 

was written.  It is routinely violated by OPT. 

This past Sunday, I started a petition through Change.org asking Mayor DeBlasio and Chancellor 

Farina to stop the practice of placing children with special needs on buses going to more than 

one school.  This would help alleviate most of the violations for limited time travel.  I believe the 

routes are not being configured properly to include children going to the same school and living 

in the same area being assigned to the same buses.  There is no need for many of these buses to 

go to more than one school is they fixed the routing issues.  I'm pasting a link to the petition 

below.  In three days it has received over 350 signatures.  Many parents have also left comments 

about dealing with the same issues.  I also sent the text of the petition to Mayor DeBlasio 

through the form online to send letters to the Mayor's Office. I am planning to print out the 

petition, signatures, and comments later this week and mail them to both Mayor DeBlasio and 

Chancellor Farina. 

 

http://www.change.org/petitions/nyc-mayor-bill-deblasio-and-schools-chancellor-carmen-farina-

stop-assigning-children-with-special-needs-to-school-buses-that-go-to-more-than-one-school  

 

The links below are to the NBC 4 Investigation done last fall. 

 

http://www.nbcnewyork.com/investigations/I-Team_-Parents_-Students-Fighting-School-Bus-

Headaches_New-York-226246991.html 

 

http://www.nbcnewyork.com/video/#!/on-air/as-seen-on/I-Team--DOE-Responds-to-Students-

Being-Trapped-on-School-Buses/226398271 

Thank you, 

Susan Heim 

 

http://change.org/
http://www.change.org/petitions/nyc-mayor-bill-deblasio-and-schools-chancellor-carmen-farina-stop-assigning-children-with-special-needs-to-school-buses-that-go-to-more-than-one-school
http://www.change.org/petitions/nyc-mayor-bill-deblasio-and-schools-chancellor-carmen-farina-stop-assigning-children-with-special-needs-to-school-buses-that-go-to-more-than-one-school
http://www.nbcnewyork.com/investigations/I-Team_-Parents_-Students-Fighting-School-Bus-Headaches_New-York-226246991.html
http://www.nbcnewyork.com/investigations/I-Team_-Parents_-Students-Fighting-School-Bus-Headaches_New-York-226246991.html
http://www.nbcnewyork.com/video/#%21/on-air/as-seen-on/I-Team--DOE-Responds-to-Students-Being-Trapped-on-School-Buses/226398271
http://www.nbcnewyork.com/video/#%21/on-air/as-seen-on/I-Team--DOE-Responds-to-Students-Being-Trapped-on-School-Buses/226398271
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Greetings	  Committee	  Members,	  Staff,	  and	  other	  participants	  in	  today’s	  hearing.	  	  We	  

in	  Parents	  to	  Improve	  School	  Transportation	  thank	  you	  for	  recognizing	  that	  the	  

voices	  of	  the	  stakeholders	  in	  work	  standards	  on	  the	  school	  bus	  must	  be	  heard.	  	  My	  

name	  is	  Amy	  Herren	  and	  I	  am	  here	  to	  comment	  on	  how	  the	  trend	  towards	  

drastically	  lower	  bids	  in	  this	  industry	  affects	  another	  important	  and	  completely	  

innocent	  group	  of	  stakeholders:	  the	  riders.	  	  	  

P.I.S.T.	  has	  been	  in	  existence	  since	  the	  Fall	  of	  2010	  but	  has	  gotten	  more	  complaints	  

this	  school	  year	  than	  any	  year	  prior.	  	  	  After	  the	  awarding	  of	  the	  non-‐EPP	  contracts	  

last	  May,	  as	  company	  owners	  (who	  may	  or	  may	  not	  put	  profits	  before	  the	  needs	  of	  

our	  children)	  became	  more	  reckless	  in	  cutting	  costs,	  parents	  experienced	  the	  

following	  results:	  

1-‐Lack	  of	  reliable	  air	  conditioning	  during	  the	  summer	  of	  2013–our	  written	  

testimony	  includes	  a	  letter	  to	  the	  Dept	  of	  Transportation	  documenting	  children	  

coming	  home	  red,	  sweaty	  and	  dehydrated.	  	  In	  fact,	  we	  went	  to	  a	  bus	  yard	  in	  Queens	  

and	  took	  pictures	  of	  vehicles	  pulling	  in	  with	  the	  windows	  wide	  open	  to	  get	  some	  air.	  	  

From	  the	  owners’	  point	  of	  view,	  why	  invest	  in	  repairs	  or	  upgrades	  if	  your	  future	  is	  

uncertain…but	  what	  about	  the	  health	  and	  safety	  of	  those	  who	  are	  on	  those	  hot	  buses	  

for	  several	  hours	  a	  day?	  

2-‐Rush	  hiring	  and	  training	  in	  the	  last	  weeks	  of	  August	  at	  the	  lowest	  paying	  

companies,	  followed	  by	  rapid	  turnover.	  	  I	  called	  Jofaz	  and	  Philip	  companies	  in	  the	  

summer	  to	  inquire	  about	  the	  job	  requirements;	  both	  of	  them	  completely	  

downplayed	  the	  importance	  of	  experience.	  	  Another	  parent	  who	  is	  here	  today	  was	  

an	  observer	  at	  Happy	  Child,	  which	  didn’t	  even	  bother	  to	  issue	  uniforms	  so	  that	  

children	  have	  a	  visual	  cue	  to	  who	  should	  pick	  them	  up.	  

3-‐Companies	  with	  EPP	  still	  intact	  apparently	  sought	  ways	  to	  cut	  corners	  so	  they	  

could	  compete,	  all	  of	  which	  harmed	  and	  continue	  to	  harm	  untold	  numbers	  of	  

children.	  	  We	  are	  sure	  that	  routes	  were	  merged	  /	  condensed	  in	  September	  and	  at	  

each	  pick.	  	  	  



Our	  written	  testimony	  also	  includes	  a	  sampling	  of	  complaints	  about	  long	  routes.	  	  	  

This	  is	  one	  from	  mid-‐October	  from	  an	  agency:	  

“(My client’s) son is not using the yellow bus service at this point because it takes 2 hours (!) in the 
morning and 2 hours in the evening for him to reach his destination, please note that R has in place the 
medical alert (F) 
…we are talking about a child who requires medical attention who CANNOT BE ON THE BUS MORE 
THAN ONE HOUR, is not that the parent doesn’t wants for her child to be on the bus, is that he cannot do 
it. 
The parent has limited resources and cannot afford to pay every day for transportation not only for her son 
but for the nurse as well." 

 

4-‐	  If	  we	  are	  hearing	  from	  many	  well-‐informed	  active	  parent	  leaders	  that	  their	  

children’s	  routes	  now	  include	  one	  school	  more	  than	  the	  route	  before—thus	  adding	  

30	  minutes	  to	  each	  journey—what	  is	  happening	  to	  the	  most	  isolated	  and	  

disenfranchised	  parents?	  	  You	  may	  have	  seen	  that	  a	  mom	  who	  started	  a	  petition	  

against	  this	  practice	  on	  Sunday	  had	  already	  gathered	  over	  330	  signatures	  as	  of	  

Tuesday.	  

5-‐Owners	  who	  close	  and	  open	  companies	  in	  an	  attempt	  to	  decrease	  the	  wages	  and	  

benefits	  they’ll	  be	  required	  to	  pay	  out.	  	  The	  sellout	  of	  Atlantic	  Express	  led	  to	  

numerous	  stories	  such	  as:	  	  

“The New Dawn Transit co. called a home last night confirming a route but never showed up in 
the morning.  They did pick up the child for the pm route and gave him to his mother even though 
they had not met her before.  The matron had DOE ID but no uniform.”   

DOE	  may	  have	  worked	  hard	  on	  the	  court	  deal	  but	  it	  waited	  until	  the	  evening	  of	  Dec	  

17,	  after	  parent	  and	  union	  activists	  held	  a	  rally,	  to	  begin	  to	  tell	  the	  principals	  what	  

was	  coming.	  	  	  

After	  the	  winter	  break,	  as	  buses	  in	  a	  neglected	  condition	  were	  moved	  from	  yard	  to	  

yard,	  we	  heard	  of	  many	  cases	  like	  this	  one	  on	  January	  8:	  	  

“This	  morning	  my	  bus	  driver	  called	  me	  at	  7:07	  to	  tell	  me	  that	  the	  bus	  company,	  Logan,	  had	  
given	  his	  bus	  to	  someone	  else	  so	  he	  didn't	  have	  a	  bus	  to	  drive	  and	  he	  was	  waiting	  for	  a	  
replacement.	  My	  son	  is	  usually	  picked	  up	  at	  7:20am.	  	  
	  	  
At	  7:18	  I	  called	  Logan	  to	  inquire.	  They	  told	  me	  there	  was	  a	  delay	  and	  that	  the	  bus	  would	  be	  
at	  my	  house	  soon.	  I	  asked	  if	  the	  bus	  driver	  was	  on	  the	  way	  and	  she	  said	  "yes".	  So	  I	  called	  my	  



bus	  driver	  back	  and	  he	  said	  he	  was	  still	  waiting	  and	  was	  not	  on	  the	  road.	  	  
	  	  
I	  called	  the	  OPT	  and	  registered	  a	  complaint.	  	  
My	  son	  was	  not	  picked	  up	  until	  around	  9:10	  (1	  hour	  and	  50	  minutes	  later	  than	  usual).	  My	  
son's	  school	  starts	  at	  8:45.”	  

	  

The	  next	  big	  sellout	  of	  (some	  of)	  Reliant’s	  routes	  was	  noted	  for	  an	  almost	  total	  

failure	  to	  inform	  parents,	  as	  you	  can	  see	  from	  this	  envelope	  postmarked	  the	  day	  after	  

the	  change	  took	  effect	  and	  received	  two	  days	  after	  that.	  	  	  

A	  parent	  at	  a	  school	  on	  Roosevelt	  Island	  told	  us:	  

“When Reliant changed over to All American several weeks ago, an estimated 10 buses left 
our children stranded without notification to the parents/guardians or school...this is unsafe 
and a detriment to our children's health, negatively impacting on their quality of function.  
Subsequently due to multiple issues, the boys have missed school instruction time due to 
multiple bus breakdowns.  I've had to resort to other means of getting them to school, paying for 
a cab to school multiple times and picking them up at school.” 

6-‐	  Other	  cases	  of	  poor	  communication	  around	  the	  shuffling	  of	  routes	  include	  this	  

story	  from	  Jan	  2	  involving	  a	  non-‐EPP	  company:	  	  

“I received a call from OPT on Sunday stating that my daughter, formerly on an Atlantic/Hoyt 
route, would be on Safe Coach.  She has been waiting since 7:20 am. The bus company phone is 
not answering/busy at 718.257-2444. OPT states THAT TODAY THEY WILL NOT CALL BUS 
COMPANIES! Lee ann at OPT told me that is the only number OPT has for this company, that 
she does not know who Safe's parent company is.  

School told me to Call John Eric Arrinis - Queens Inspector. He is not in office, his voicemail is 
not set up, person who took message at OPT hung up on me when I asked for his name. 

(later:)  The bus arrived to pick up my daughter at 8:23am so she was late to school. Two kids 
had thrown up on the bus and my daughter, who gets motion sickness, had to sit and smell it 
because the matron does not clean it up.  
The Queens Inspector did get in touch and also could not reach the bus company.”	  	  

	  

7-‐	  From	  May	  until	  now	  we	  continue	  to	  meet	  drivers	  and	  matrons	  who	  love	  their	  

work	  and	  would	  love	  to	  continue	  but	  have	  either	  been	  laid	  off	  or	  have	  given	  up	  and	  

retired	  due	  to	  one	  displacement	  and	  mistreatment	  too	  many.	  	  In	  each	  case,	  children	  

lose	  a	  skilled	  service	  provider	  and	  an	  ally	  in	  their	  quest	  for	  equal	  access	  to	  

education.	  



	   To	  us,	  school	  busing	  is	  an	  educational	  necessity	  and	  a	  civil	  right	  that	  should	  

be	  a	  public	  service.	  	  Parents	  are	  disgruntled	  when	  ideological	  or	  corporate	  

objectives	  such	  as	  busting	  a	  union,	  or	  paying	  national	  banks	  that	  we’ve	  already	  

bailed	  out,	  take	  precedence	  over	  providing	  our	  children	  with	  a	  stable	  and	  

professional	  workforce	  to	  do	  busing	  well	  and	  safely!	  	  	  

New	  York	  City	  needs	  to	  put	  serious	  thought	  into	  standardizing	  busing	  quality	  

and	  conditions	  by	  taking	  over	  the	  vehicles	  and	  yards,	  either	  by	  purchase	  or	  eminent	  

domain.	  	  Perhaps	  this	  could	  fit	  under	  Capital	  Improvement	  spending.	  	  Wouldn’t	  the	  

city	  eventually	  recoup	  the	  funds	  by	  eliminating	  the	  profit	  factor?	  	  	  

Or	  is	  our	  leadership	  content	  to	  take	  a	  chance	  on	  a	  spike	  in	  accidents	  and	  civil	  

rights	  violations	  that	  could	  cost	  not	  only	  money,	  but	  lives?	  	  Let	  the	  record	  show	  that	  

three	  prominent	  law	  firms	  all	  want	  to	  work	  with	  PIST.	  	  Nine	  pages	  of	  findings	  by	  

Civil	  Rights	  Attorney	  Norman	  Siegel	  are	  enclosed	  in	  our	  written	  testimony.	  	  	  

We	  wonder,	  why	  does	  DOE	  have	  highly	  paid	  employees	  tied	  up	  several	  times	  

a	  year	  in	  bid	  meetings	  and	  negotiations	  with	  dozens	  of	  companies	  when	  they	  could	  

be	  fixing	  bad	  routes,	  or	  better	  yet,	  preventing	  them?	  	  How	  about	  asking	  active	  or	  

retired	  drivers	  how	  much	  they	  would	  charge	  the	  DOE	  to	  work	  on	  routing,	  

inspections,	  and	  problem-‐solving,	  in	  consultation	  with	  parents	  and	  disabled	  self-‐

advocates?	  	  	  	  

What	  a	  waste	  to	  have	  thousands	  of	  workers	  reapplying	  for	  their	  same	  job	  

and	  getting	  fitted	  for	  a	  new	  uniform	  in	  a	  new	  company,	  only	  to	  have	  another	  

rotation	  a	  few	  weeks	  later	  where	  they	  or	  others	  repeat	  this	  same	  process.	  	  Couldn’t	  

that	  time	  be	  better	  spent	  on	  thorough	  training	  to	  help	  the	  workers	  help	  our	  

children?	  

Special	  education	  routes	  get	  the	  most	  attention	  but	  we	  must	  be	  aware	  that	  

general	  education	  bus	  riders	  are	  also	  profoundly	  affected	  when	  the	  industry	  is	  

downgrading	  rather	  than	  upgrading.	  	  Here	  is	  a	  quote	  from	  a	  mom	  to	  Deputy	  



Chancellor	  Grimm	  regarding	  a	  company	  that	  went	  out	  in	  June	  and	  then	  suddenly	  

acquired	  new	  routes	  in	  January:  

Today the bus did not show up. It was 9 degrees out, as you probably noticed.  

 

Rainbow hung up on a parent who called from our stop. Then the company took its phone off the 
hook -- many other parents on the route were calling all morning and getting a busy signal. The fact 
that the city continues to spend our money on these worthless gangsters who have no regard for their 
workforce and have no interest in providing reliable service to children, even in freezing temperatures, is a 
scandal.  

 

It's a new mayor and a new era. Maybe it's time to stop tolerating these clowns and raise the standards for 
city contractors? Better yet, maybe the city can get rid of the whole wasteful contracting system and hire 
the buses and drivers directly?” 

	   This	  city	  must	  have	  drivers	  and	  matrons	  who	  are	  experienced,	  dedicated	  and	  

empowered	  to	  speak	  out	  about	  risky	  situations.	  	  	  P.I.S.T.	  has	  made	  this	  position	  clear	  

within	  our	  School	  Bus	  Bill	  of	  Rights	  campaign.	  	  This	  issue	  is	  so	  popular	  that	  we	  have	  

been	  invited	  to	  speak	  to	  groups	  ranging	  from	  PTAs	  to	  Fulton	  Houses	  Tenant	  

Association,	  District	  75	  Community	  Education	  Council,	  Fathers	  Forum	  New	  York,	  

health	  clinics	  in	  the	  Bronx,	  Lower	  East	  Side	  Foster	  Parents	  Support	  Circle,	  Queens	  

County	  Parents	  with	  Autism	  Coalition,	  to	  civil	  service	  workers’	  unions	  and	  the	  

national	  Save	  our	  Schools	  Coalition.	  	  	  

Restoring	  Employee	  Protection	  Provisions	  would	  be	  a	  good	  first	  step	  toward	  

proving	  that	  the	  city	  is	  serious	  about	  reversing	  the	  harm	  that	  has	  been	  done	  to	  

busing,	  and	  winning	  the	  trust	  of	  our	  communities.	  	  	  

Thank	  you.	  
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Appendix 1 

Issue: Bus Company Refusal to Pay Midtown Tunnel Tolls 

Parent name:  A 
Problem:  Because students on this route were transported to and from two schools, and the 
because of the avoidance of the Midtown Tunnel toll, the bus was overcrowded and the length of 
the route increased travel time unreasonably. The children were picked up late in the morning, 
and arrived home too late to participate in after-school therapy. When the bus began to use the 
Midtown Tunnel, children nearest the tunnel were picked up first. The bus then travelled 
downtown to make its other pick-ups before returning to the Tunnel, leaving the children picked 
up nearest the tunnel on the bus much longer than necessary. Parent A recommended that the 
pick-up sequence be reversed.  

Outcome:  Parent A reports that the issue has been resolved. There are now fewer children on 
the bus, and the pick-up/drop-off sequence was reversed, allowing the child of parent A to arrive 
home at 3:30pm in time for therapy. 

 

Parent name:  B 
Problem:  Parent B’s child was on bus route P-558 2 hours one way from Queens to 
Manhattan as a result of a detour to the Williamsburg Bridge to avoid the Midtown Tunnel toll. 
The change in route added 45 minutes to the child’s trip.  
 
Outcome:  Parent B reports that with the issue of the Midtown Tunnel toll resolved, “kids 
were getting home at a decent time,” and that due to the concerted involvement of the parents, 
coupled with our office’s advocacy and liaison between parents and the OPT, the parents on this 
route felt that their voices had been heard and concerns met. 

 

Parent name:  C 
Problem: As a result of the detour to the Williamsburg Bridge to avoid the Midtown Tunnel 
toll, travel time for Parent C’s child was increased 45 minutes per day, with unacceptably late 
drop off times in the afternoon. Furthermore, upper and lower school children, at separate 
schools, shared the bus and a dismissal time, leading to delays of up to 30 minutes. 
 
Outcome: OPT sent an inspector to the school to observe the problem, and since then the 
issue has been resolved. 
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Issue: Due to a change in Department of Transportation vehicle access regulations, OPT 
buses cannot use the Jackie Robinson Parkway 

Parent name:  D 
Problem:  From the beginning of the school year, the child of parent D had a bus ride that 
was insufferably long. OPT attempted to correct the issue by avoiding a stop at an upper school, 
but then more students were added to the route, further lengthening the ride. The bus was often 
late, and in more than one instance he/she missed the first class. He/she also arrived home at 4:45 
pm, even when the bus left school promptly after dismissal time. The amount of children on the 
bus made the ride unruly, loud, and extremely taxing for the children. 
 
Outcome: Although buses are still prohibited from using the Jackie Robinson Parkway, OPT 
reduced the number of students on the route to 5 and eliminated the stop at the upper school. 
Although the ride remains longer than it should be, it is faster and much improved. 

 

Parent name:  E 
Problem:  The travel time of E’s child was increased by approximately 1 hour because the 
bus could not use the Jackie Robinson Parkway, and because there were a large number of 
children on the bus. In the afternoon, he/she was the 13th of 14 children dropped off. 
 
Outcome:  Parent E reports that the bus is now on time with a reasonable ride length. 

 
Parent name:  F 
Problem:  F’s child attends the Summit School, using Logan bus #P552, which picked up 
students attending both the Upper and Lower schools. Because of long lines of buses and cars at 
school in the afternoon, pick up of the nine students on this bus was often delayed until 3:30, and 
F’s child did not arrive home until 4:45 or 5 pm. The change of route from the Jackie Robinson 
Parkway added at least 1 hour to the commute. 
 
Outcome:  F reports that the bus (Logan P-552) has been rerouted so that only lower school 
kids are on board, and it doesn't have to make two separate school drop offs and pickups. 
Additionally, the number of kids on the bus was decreased from 12 to 5. F’s child now gets to 
school early and is the first to be dropped off after school, arriving home around 4:00 pm. With 
regard to our efforts, F says “I am sure that without your help and attention they (OPT) would 
not have been so responsive to our concerns.” 

 

Issue: Buses habitually arrive late, fail to arrive, or travel is unacceptably long 

Cause:   Communication breakdowns among OPT, bus companies, and families with 
regard to eligibility, and school and bus assignments; frequent and unannounced changes in bus 
companies and drivers; and unrealistic design of routes resulting in delays due to their length 
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Parent name: G 
Problem:  Parent G’s child attends the Star Academy and is assigned to bus route M 630. G 
reported continuing issues with late arrival at school in the morning as well as long travel times 
of up to two and half hours one-way. In late September the situation improved after many 
complaints to OPT, but on 9-30-13 travel time to school was nearly three hours one way, and G’s 
child arrived there at 9:45. The same day, he/she was not picked up in the afternoon, and G 
learned that the driver had been fired. The child did not arrive home until 5pm. Parent G feels 
and we agree that a 5 year old must not be on a school bus 5 hours a day. 
 
Outcome:  Within a week of parent G contacting the head of the Brooklyn OPT, the child 
was put on a different route which takes no more than 90 minutes each way, and he/she is now 
being picked up at 7:30 am and dropped off at 3:30 pm.  

 

Parent name:  H 
Problem: Parent H’s child was consistently brought home late after being on bus route P558 
from the Summit School between 1 hour 45 minutes and 2 hours 15 minutes. 
 
Outcome:  Parent H reports that issue was resolved after many calls and reports to OPT. 

Parent name:  I 
Problem: Parent I reported that his/her autistic child was the 9th of 10 children picked up in 
the morning. The large number of children caused the child’s travel time to fluctuate between 1-2 
hours, although the school is only 5-10 minutes away by car. 
 
Outcome:  I reports that the bus pick up times have improved Monday through Wednesday. 
However, the school opens at a later time on Thursday and Friday, with the result that the 
children arrive early and must wait on the bus before they are allowed into school.  

 

Parent name:  J 
Problem: J’s child is a seven year old with Epilepsy, Cerebral Palsy, TBI, and sensory 
motor issues whose bus service since the start of the school year had been erratic. Parent J 
reported that the bus failed to arrive on the first day of school (9-9-2013). On subsequent 
mornings it came one and one half hours earlier than the regular pick up time of 8:30, 
interrupting the child’s speech therapy. Although their home is only a 10 minute drive from 
school, the child was kept on the bus for 95 minutes. In addition, on one occasion the bus 
returned home without the child, and instead attempted to drop off a different child- the bus 
matron mistakenly insisted to the doorman that this unknown child was J’s. As a result, J began 
taking the child to school. 
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Outcome:  Parent J reports that the bus is now regularly on time. 

Parent name: K 
Problem: Parent K’s child, who has a high risk of seizures, was frequently on the bus far 
longer than reasonable for his/her well-being. K has filed many complaints for medical alert 
violations. The route was adjusted, but travel times that exceeded the 60 minute limit still posed 
a serious medical threat to the child. 
 
Outcome:  K reports that the issue has been resolved and the child’s travel time is technically 
compliant. 

 

Parent name:  L 
Problem: L’s child is five and suffers from autism. Although L submitted all the required 
forms, the child’s maximum travel time of 45 minutes was not on his/her IEP. In addition, the 
bus was sometimes 35 minutes late in the morning, and 45 minutes in the afternoon. A new bus 
was assigned, but it was almost an hour late due to a malfunction and added pickups. Parent L 
noticed that many children were not properly buckled into their seats, and was also concerned 
that the child had three drivers and four buses within the first week of school. 
 
Outcome:  On September 30, 2013 Mr. Scarpa at OPT informed parent L that a new bus 
would be assigned to the child’s route, and the travel time is now IEP compliant. 

 

Parent name:  M 
Problem: Parent M related an alarming account of improper conduct and operation on 
his/her child’s bus. This included lateness; un-cooperativeness by the matron; violations of safety 
procedures; absence of a dispatch radio on the bus; no air conditioning; unlawful driving by the 
operator including speeding, running red lights and stop signs, and other serious moving 
violations; and a mechanical breakdown en route. The school is more than 15 miles from M’s 
home and travel time exceeded the child’s mandated limit, causing him/her to arrive at home 
soaked in urine. To avoid these problems and their impact on the child, parent M was compelled 
to take him/her to school. 
 
Outcome:  Parent M has confirmed that his/her child has been assigned to a new route, Q949, 
and is picked up at 7am and arrives home at 3:35 pm.  

 

Parent name:  N 
Problem: At the start of the 2013 school year parent N’s child was mistakenly assigned to a 
general education bus despite the fact that he/she had previously always had a bus with a matron. 
More than a week passed before he/she received the correct bus service, causing the child to  
miss a significant amount of school. When the correct bus service was finally assigned on 9-16-
2013, parent N was told to have the child ready at 7:15; but the bus actually arrived each day at 
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8:15, when he/she was supposed to be in class. This was apparently because the OPT bus route 
covers almost the entire breadth of Queens, from the child’s home in Bayside across to Jamaica. 
In effect, he/she was scheduled by OPT to be significantly late to class every day, disrupting 
his/her dependence on routine, causing him/her to miss State-mandated occupational therapy, 
and generally impairing his/her progress. 

 
Outcome:  Parent N reports that the child has been assigned a new route that arrives in the 
morning at a reasonable time, gets to school on time, and home again early enough for him/her to 
have therapy. 

 

Parent name:  O 
Impact: Parent O reported multiple, continuing problems with bus service on route P557. 
The bus was 2 hours late in the morning, and O’s child did not arrive at school until 11 am. On 
9-12-13 the bus was more than 1 hour late, and did not arrive at school until 10 am. Both 
incidents are characterized by a well-documented log of communication breakdowns between 
the bus company and OPT. O’s child, however, was prompt about calling home when he/she 
finally arrived at school, and also on 9-11-13 to report that he/she was being bullied by two 
upper school students on the bus, and that the matron was “unhelpful.” When parent O reported 
this incident to the social worker at the Summit school, one of the two older students was 
removed from the route. 
 
Outcome:  Since a route change on 9-27-13 the bus has been consistently on time and the 
bullying has reportedly ceased. Parent O commends the Amboy Company and the current 
driver/matron who have been extremely reliable, prompt, and communicative.     

 

Issue: Overcrowding on Buses 

 
Parent name:  P 
Problem:  Parent P’s child experienced severe and dangerous overcrowding in which 
twenty-four children were assigned to a bus with only twelve seats. The situation was 
exacerbated because of a wide age and size range among the children. In at least one instance, 
half of the children were not picked up because there were no seats available; in another the bus 
was so crowded that the matron had to seat adult-size, autistic children with behavioral issues 
side by side. After parent P noticed that some children could not be buckled safely in their seats, 
he/she filed a complaint with OPT, but the problems was not corrected. 
 
Outcome:  After many calls to OPT and a television news report on NY1, parent P’s 
concerns have been adequately addressed. 
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Parent name:  Q 
Problem: Parent Q’s child suffers from autism, is in the 11th grade at Cooke Center 
Academy (CCA), and is on bus route M335. At the start of the school year, he/she was assigned 
to a mini-bus over-crowded with 17 children. Not only was this too many for even one 
experienced matron to properly attend, but the large number of students caused the bus to reach 
CCA 45 minutes late every day, resulting in the loss of two periods of instruction. In addition, 
the habitual lateness of the bus disrupted each of the classes in which the students were enrolled, 
unfairly highlighting them in the eyes of other students, and impairing their ability to learn and to 
keep up. Parent Q pointed out to OPT that in order for 17 students to arrive at school on time, the 
first child would have board to the bus at 5:30 am and ride for a minimum of 2 hours, 15 
minutes. 
 
Outcome:  Due to the efforts of Parent Q, Earline Williams at OPT, a television report on 
Channel 4, and our office, parent Q’s child was transferred to bus route M479. This has reduced 
the commute in each direction by thirty minutes, well within the one hour maximum that the 
parents and the child’s doctor feel is appropriate. Parent Q was grateful that OPT sent a badge-
wearing inspector to wait with him/her and the child on the first two days of the new route. 

 

Parent name:  R 
Problem: To ride the M380 bus to the Gillen Brewer School, R’s child was being picked up 
as early as 6:45 because the route included 14 other children in Brooklyn and on the Upper West 
and Upper East sides of Manhattan. All had to arrive for the 8:30 start of school, but because of 
the number of stops and an overcrowded bus, the children were frequently late to class.  
 
Outcome: Parent R has informed our office that busing issues are resolved. R received a call 
on October 3, 2013 from Richie Scarpa at OPT to discuss shortening the child’s bus route; the 
bus had been picking up children in Bedford Stuyvesant, then coming to the Upper West Side, 
before finally dropping the children at schools on the Upper East Side. Even after the route was 
shortened, it sometimes arrived as late as 8:20 am for an 8:30 am start time at school. Now the 
bus picks up R’s child at approximately 7:35 am and he/she arrives on time at school.  

 

Parent name:  S 
Problem: Parent S’s child attends PS 182, and the bus was habitually late because route 
P552 had too many stops. In addition, S’s log of daily calls to Pioneer bus service revealed a 
pattern of poor communication between Pioneer and OPT. On 9-9-13 the bus failed to arrive at 
home or school. It was the school- not OPT or the bus company- that notified S that his/her child 
was still waiting for the bus more than 1 hour after dismissal. In this and other instances the 
parents had to pick up the child. During that period, travel time was also increased by 
approximately 1 hour due to the Robinson Parkway travel restriction, and because parent S’s 
child was the 13th out of 14 children to be dropped off in the afternoon by bus P552. 
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Outcome:  Although buses are still not allowed to travel on the Jackie Robinson Parkway, 
route adjustments have made the ride length reasonable and parent S’s child arrives at home and 
school on time.  

 

Parent name:  T 
Problem: Parent T’s child was assigned to a bus on route P565 that was overcrowded with 
11 students. Pick up was at 7am, and because the bus arrived at school early all the children had 
to wait on the bus until 8:45am. In the afternoon, although school dismissal was at 3pm, T’s 
child did not arrive home until 5pm- a two hour ride every afternoon that exceeded the 
recommended travel time because of overcrowding. In addition, the length of this route was 
affected by the Midtown Tunnel toll issue.  
 
Outcome: Parent T was informed that the bus company would start the route at 7:15am, 
enabling the child to arrive at school on time and within the recommended travel limit.  

 

Issue: IEP-required bus air conditioning or other services not provided or inadequate 

Cause:   Absence or malfunction of air conditioning, and/or overcrowded conditions; poor 
record keeping by OPT; failure of OPT to act expeditiously to correct problems when a bus 
service fails to meet IEP requirements 

Parent name:  U 
Problem: Parent U’s child is 6, attends the ASD Horizon Program at PS 307K, and was 
assigned to bus route K534 with Reliant Transportation. The child’s IEP called for Limited 
Travel, air conditioning, and Mini Wagon, but these mandates were violated regularly. Morning 
travel times were typically 2 hours, causing the child to miss one and a half class sessions; 
afternoon drop-off times varied widely. After filing numerous complaints, documenting these 
and other issues, and contacting OPT but to no avail, parent U resorted to having the child driven 
to school in order to provide a stress-free start to the day. 
 
Outcome: Parent U reports that after many phone calls and emails to OPT and with the 
efforts of Parents to Improve School Transportation (PIST), her issues were resolved and the bus 
now arrives at a regular and appropriate time. 

 

Parent name:  V 
Problem: Since July, 2013 parent V had extensively documented the failure of OPT to 
provide V’s child and other children at Manhattan Children’s Center with an air conditioned bus 
as required by the IEP, as well as the fact that travel times in excess of 1½ hours with no air 
conditioning were physically harmful to the child and to his/her capacity to learn. 
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Parent V reported that, in addition to the failure to provide a bus with air conditioning, 
the bus matrons responsible for the child’s care exhibited a disturbing lack of sensitivity and 
training. For example, on the first day of travel the bus matron did not greet the child, saying 
only “I will take care of him/her.”  

Parent V’s child requires assistance to be properly seated, but when V checked to be sure 
that the child was properly positioned, V found that the seat belt was not correctly fastened; it 
had about 15 inches of slack, and the child’s legs had not been moved into their correct position 
for safe travel. Parent V observed that this hardly described “taking care” of the child. Although 
the matron complied with V’s request to seat the child properly, Parent V the impression of 
someone not adequately trained and experienced, and who did not care for the work she was 
doing. By contrast, parent V noted that the bus driver and matron of Careful Bus, which had 
transported the child in previous years, were “amazing.” They were professional, caring and 
warm, and provided V with valuable and reassuring feed-back about the child’s daily condition. 

Parent V’s effort to remedy this year’s problems by contacting the bus company, OPT, 
and members of the Committee on Special Education 10 Review Team, demonstrate that during 
the first weeks of school even a well-informed, articulate, and persistent parent will have 
difficulty resolving urgent concerns about the proper care of a child or ensuring he/she receives 
the care mandated by their IEP.  
 
Outcome:  Parent V reports that all issues have been resolved due to her efforts and those of 
our office and Ms. Suzanne Peters of PIST. 

 

Issue: Bus service fails to meet the needs of children with a variety of acute ailments 

Parent name:  W 
Problem: Parent W’s child is afflicted with Down syndrome and Cerebral Palsy, is in a 
wheelchair, and cannot communicate, but attends kindergarten at PS 138 in Manhattan. Travel 
time is limited to one hour, but parent W reported rides of 2 and 3 hours each afternoon on a 
crowded bus. What made this situation particularly disturbing was that W had repeatedly 
informed OPT that another wheelchair-bound student in the same class was a neighbor, and had 
a far more tolerable schedule: this child was picked up later in the morning, brought home 
earlier, and typically spent only 45 minutes on the bus. Parent W could not fathom why OPT was 
unable to rearrange the schedule in order for both children to share a bus that stopped by their 
home, had only three other children aboard, and went to the same school- thereby shortening the 
trip and easing the considerable challenges of travel.  
 
Outcome: Parent W’s bus issues were resolved as of September 30, 2013.   

 

Parent name:  X 
Problem: X’s child is 15 years old, is diagnosed with Asperger’s Syndrome, and attends the 
Summit School. In September, the child’s bus service provider was misidentified by OPT. In 
addition, the child was not dropped off until 5:30 pm, and after spending long, stressful hours on 
the bus every afternoon was extremely anxious upon arriving home and could not sleep. 
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Although the child loved school, he/she no longer wanted to attend because the bus ride was so 
traumatizing. 
 
Outcome: Parent X reports that the child’s busing problems have been resolved as a result of 
the complaints and request for changes made to OPT.	  

	  



  December 12, 2013 
Mayor-elect Bill DeBlasio: 
 
On behalf of New York City families whose children depend on safe, 
reliable school transportation, we would like to share with the new 
administrators of our city our collective determination to achieve: 
 
 (a) Policies and practices that respect the civil rights of pre-school and 
school age students with disabilities and toddlers receiving early 
intervention (EI) services, whose specialized transportation is an aspect of 
their Individualized Education Programs (IEP).  You have seen the 
recommendations of Attorney Norman Siegel (attached) in response to 
complaints of violations.  Organizations of parents, disabled self-
advocates, unions of school bus drivers and attendants, Early Intervention 
therapists and other educators are well equipped to advise on 
implementing these suggestions or variations on them; 
  
(b) A commitment that the approximately 1500 routes being abandoned by 
the owners of Atlantic Express sometime between now and January 
continue to function, with the current experienced workforce, at least 
through June.  We must prevent any potential disruption of school 
attendance for tens of thousands of NYC schoolchildren this winter—even 
if the DOE budget has to be tapped to sustain fair wages and Employment 
Protection Provisions.  Our community cannot tolerate a repeat of the 
virtually useless contingency plan your predecessors invoked with the 
2013 school bus strike; 
  
(c) A hearing and/or confidential surveys to gather data about the quality of 
training and conditions at school bus companies, including those who were 
collectively awarded some 1100 special education routes in February 2013 
and had to hire inexperienced people.  We need to hear from those who 
work or attempted to work at those companies, as well as from families of 
riders, and school staff, well in advance of the next round of bid proposals;  
  
(d) A commitment to reinstate EPP.  We find it disturbing that the 
experienced multicultural school bus workforce--60% women who have 
achieved some financial empowerment over many years--are pushed 
towards poverty as the systematic dismantling of seniority hiring proceeds.  



You have the legal power to withdraw awarded routes without EPP for 
Summer 2014 and Fall 2014 and start over with ‘Request for Proposal’ 
with EPP intact; likewise for the 4000 routes for Fall 2015 that are up for 
bid next.  Recent experience and common sense tell us that devaluing the 
school bus professionals who enable our children’s educational access will 
increase turnover, attrition, burnout, and risk of accidents and incidents.   
 
We look forward to progress on all these fronts; we are available to meet 
as needed.  
 
Signed, (List in formation; Organizations with * listed for identification 
purposes) 
 
Parents to Improve School Transportation, pistnyc@gmail.com  
 
(for Bronx PIST: Milagros Cancel, Rosa Maria de la Torre;  
for Harlem PIST: Journelle Clark, Amy Herren;  
for Manhattan PIST: Sara Catalinotto, Johnnie Stevens;  
for Queens PIST: Sharlene Figueroa, Susan Valdes-Dapena;  
for PIST Youth: Kwame Stevens) 
 
Carin van der Donk, school bus parent  
 
Suzanne Peters, Board of Directors, Resources for Children with Special 
Needs* 
 
Comite Timón de Madres de Educación Especiál, Rosa Lydia Velez class 
action chapter, Bronx 
 
Ms. Nicole Job, President, Community Education Council 17 
 
Tiffany Caldwell ASD HORIZON PROGRAM* parent 
 
Valerie Williams, 2nd Vice President, District 75 Council* 
 
Norman Siegel, Civil Rights Attorney 
 
Sandra Sanchez-Rolón, Military Women In Power, Ltd. 
 
Sabretta Alford, school bus parent, Queens 
 
Julia D'Amico, school bus parent 
 



Beth Torin, school bus parent 
 
Madeline Sinor, school bus parent 
 
Loren Lockwood, school bus parent 
 
Fatima Prioleau, school bus parent  
 
Belinda Andrea, school bus parent, SLT member  
 
Anita Parker, CEO, Treat Me Right, Inc. 
 
Larry Littman, Chelsea Coalition on Housing  
 
Cheryl Freeman, 10 Stanton Street Tenant Association, Manhattan 
 
Deborah Scott, 10 Stanton Street Tenant Association, Manhattan 
 
Susan E. Davis, United Auto Workers Local 1981* 
 
 
CC:  Public Advocate-elect Letitia James 
 Comptroller-elect Scott Stringer 
 Bronx Borough President Ruben Diaz, Jr. 
 Brooklyn Borough President-elect Eric Adams 
 Manhattan Borough President-elect Gale Brewer 
 Queens Borough President-elect Melinda Katz 
 Staten Island Borough President-elect James Oddo  

Councilmember Corey Johnson 

 



 

 

Parents to Improve School Transportation (PIST NYC)   
 147 West 24th St. #2 New York, NY 10011  (pistnyc@gmail.com) 

 
July 24, 2013 

NYS Department of Transportation                     
Department of Buses and Bus Safety, Bus Inspections and Regulations                          
50 Wolf Road                        
Albany NY  12232  
 

Greetings: 
We are parents of students with disabilities who depend on busing all year long for access to an 
appropriate public education.  All of us have experienced problems with busing as it is run by the 
NYC Department of Education’s Office of Pupil Transportation (OPT).   
This summer, the condition of the vehicles and routes assigned to transport each of our children 
has been unacceptable and unsafe.  We are noticing a pattern with certain companies, with 
different names but a common address, almost all of which recently got a two-year contract 
extension in the midst of much talk about “competitive bidding”.  For example: 
 

On Lorinda SQ320, there has been: lateness on limited time travel runs, no A/C with the windows 
up and the bus drivers’ window open; child coming home soaked and needing to be placed on 
asthma machine; matrons and drivers who fail to communicate politely, boarding child on the 
traffic side of the bus across the street from the home instead of door to door transportation;  
driver blowing horn; sign in window changed to Logan; failure to pre-trip buses before leaving 
the yard; inspectors who close cases without first following up with parents and caregivers. 

 
A child who now rides on Little Richie in Brooklyn had to be transported at the family’s expense 
for two days because OPT did not provide a bus.  Four inaccurate route notices arrived in the 
mail; finally the Little Richie bus showed up with no A/C, in violation of child’s 
accommodation.  OPT told parent that her child was not coded for A/C; however, the 
transportation accommodations forms were submitted together with prescriptions for all the other 
related services which appear on the current IEP.   
 

Lorinda SM032 arrived without dual A/C during the hottest week of the summer despite child 
being subject to seizures.  Upon calling OPT, parent was told there is no law requiring air 
conditioned school buses*.  On July 24, the bus was late, broke down as it was pulling up, and 
was hotter than the outside air.  Because of this the child could not ride to school; and the parent 
missed work.   
 

On Little Richie SQ337: complaint for insufficient air conditioning was filed on Tuesday, 7/16. 
An inspector was not sent out until Friday, 7/19.  After OPT borough representative Frank 
Jackson told this parent that the bus for that route now had dual A/C, the rider and bus 
paraprofessional still arrived dehydrated and lethargic from the afternoon ride.    
 



 

 

Logan SM598 bus was so hot that it stalled on the way up to the curb on the afternoon of July 18; 
child came off the bus with her face so red that a neighbor in the building asked whether Mom 
had been using face paint or makeup on her.  The next morning the bus was still not cool enough, 
Mom had to make other arrangements. 

 
One parent whose child travels out of borough from the Bronx to Brooklyn to attend school has 
complained on several occasions of buses that have transported her child without dual AC. 
Sometimes buses transported her son with no AC in near 100 degree weather. The results: Her 
son has come home on several locations in a lethargic state and with his back soaking wet with 
sweat.  The bus company in question is Lorinda ENT. LTD. Numerous complaints have been 
made and solutions by OPT are temporary. It has gotten so bad that everyday this summer the 
school social worker has to write down the numbers on the outside of the bus. Then she has to 
call OPT to request a replacement bus for the evening commute, if the bus has no AC. These 
conditions are a violation of the transportation conditions stipulated on her child’s IEP.  
 

Our taxes fund school transportation, which is a right under IDEA, 504 and ADA. We renew the 
paperwork every year for medical accommodations for busing and yet these are not being 
provided properly.  In addition, *New York City Administrative Code Title 19 Chapter 6 Section 
19-605 states that “Any bus or other motor vehicle transporting a child with a disability to and 
from a school in the city pursuant  to any agreement or contract shall be air-conditioned when the 
ambient outside temperature exceeds seventy degrees Fahrenheit.” (see 
http://codes.lp.findlaw.com/nycode/ADC/19/6/19-605).   

Experience has taught us not to depend on the local school system or inspectors to do right by our 
children.  Out of our seven cases, only one ended up with a consistently climate controlled bus.  
We would appreciate it if you would inform OPT and the owner of these companies that they are 
being monitored by higher authorities.  It should not be the burden of each individual family to 
have to run a campaign involving letters, calls, media outlets, and elected officials, in order to get 
what their children are due by law!  Please tell us what your agency can do to ensure immediate 
relief now, and ongoing proactive policies.   
Signed, 

Mrs. V. Belinda Barnett-Andrea, PTA Executive board member; SLT board member; former 
school bus driver in Indiana and New York  
Sharlene Figueroa, member of PIST NYC  

Kpana Kpoto, co-founder Bronx Parents Autism Support Circle and Special Needs Advocate  
Loren Lockwood, member of PIST NYC 
Nancy Martinez, Transport Workers’ Union Local 100  
Cheryl Ocampo, executive director and founder, Queens County Parents Autism Coalition, Inc.; 
Outreach and information specialist at United We Stand of New York  

Ms. Fatima Prioleau, mother of six, Educator, Church member, former Community Health 
Advocate 
cc: NYC Department of Education Chancellor Dennis Walcott                
Deputy Chancellor Kathleen Grimm                             
OPT Chief Executive Officer Eric Goldstein and Director Alexandra Robinson                 
Citywide Council on Special Education                                               
District 75 Council                          
Robert Jackson (New York City Council Education Committee)                             



 

 

Letitia James (New York City Council Education Committee)                                     
Julissa Ferreras (New York City Council Women’s Issue Committee Chair)                                
Domenic Recchia, Jr. (New York City Council Finance Committee Chair)                  
Jumaane Williams (New York City Council Black, Latino and Asian Caucus co-vice Chair)      
James Vacca (New York City Council Transportation Committee Chair)                  
Elizabeth Crowley (New York City Council)                

and others 



Parents to Improve School Transportation Attachment for 3/27/2014 Oversight Hearing 

The following comprise a sampling of route	  complaints	  received	  from	  different	  

parents,	  teachers,	  drivers	  and	  advocates	  by	  email	  at	  pistnyc@gmail.com	  and	  by	  

phone	  at	  347-‐504-‐3310,	  with	  names	  deleted	  or	  abbreviated	  to	  protect	  privacy.	  

8/27/13 
During the beginning of July my daughter had to be taken to school by her father for the first week and 1/2 
of the second week. We received notification of a bus; then another bus notification with a different 
company.  The driver called and let us know he was arriving, then his bus company (Atlantic Express) 
canceled.  Then the company was put back in for her, after I complained to OTP. OTP said she did not have 
bus services on her IEP. I complained to the school and they said of course she has bus service.  Then 
another company came and picked up my daughter with no notification from OTP.  This bus did not have 
any air conditioning.  My daughter's doctor's not specifies an air conditioned bus.  Finally OTP sent us 
another company which was the original company we had where the driver had called us.   

 

9/9/13 
On the Facebook group New York City Parents Fed Up with Transportation Troubles there are comments 
from parents whose children's buses were late in the morning and afternoon including one which took an 
hour and 45 minutes to go 3.5 miles.  This is at the Little Richie company which received a two year 
extension on its contract in May 2013 (see Item 2 athttp://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/05C74C24-EC18-
417B-BE36-5B4179910E9D/0/05222013Contracts.pdf). 

 

9/9/13 (see also article link at 9/19/13) 
good day in regards to this company who's base is in brooklyn on kings hwy and the office at 96-01 
springfield gardens ny rude staff. this morning the bus showed up at 7 am. old worn and unstabled i 
personally followed it. im a former driver years ago. repeated no right signals, exhaust was smoking and 
bus overheating, he ran several red lights one at 111 ave francis lewis blvd hollis bad intersection i have 
seen deaths here! right blinker not fully functioning, no full stops at stop signs. at appx 738 am i called the 
police but they took their time coming i removed my son off the bus it had broke down smoke was coming 
from every where as it did when he was driving. my son has a 504 on file i wish to be enforced i made 
several complaints with opt 2213857, drivers misconduct 2215311 route change 2215312 i ended up taking 
my son in and will be picking up . when he has door to door service i cant hold or maintain a job like this it 
forces me into a home maker status which i choose not to be. oh yes as i was talking to the driver and 
matron he closed the door on my right arm OUCH! 

 

9/10/13 
 Can you help me? Fist my son missed his first two days of school because the OPT refused to believe HE 
started on the 4th (they took other children on the same route) but wouldn't take him until the 9th! But I'm 
over that now. I'm over them telling me he didn't exist in the summer when they've been bussing him for a 
year now. What I'm not over is that we are on a new route (we moved 30 blocks closer to his school) and he 
now get picked up half and hour earlier and dropped off half and hour later. 6:30 am and 4pm. His school 
runs from 8:20 to 2:50. Another child from his school lives two buildings away and leaves at 7:20 and 
comes back at 3:30. How can this be fair? 

 



9/10/13 
I got limited travel time on my child's IEP, but I have been taking him in the morning. I spent a long time at 
the district yesterday and did not even go out to eat because I was afraid they would call me the minute I 
stepped out. My son is getting home at 4:45pm and his is finished at 3p. His new route may take up to 7 
business days. He is happy and I am grateful for that, but the matron told my mother to please work on his 
bus route, she is concerned about all the time he is on the bus on his way home-he may need to pee or eat 
something.. Today we made late to school because AccessARide planned a bad route. 

 

9/11/13 sent to an online group for parents of children in a certain public specialized program 
My first post. The bus problems are even worse this year, and that is saying something. Monday they failed 
to pick up my kid from school, Tuesday they booted him from the bus because he "wasn't on the list" (lie), 
they don't pick up the phone, don't answer emails. 
I've heard there is a lawsuit going on about this? What can one do to join/help? 

 
9/11/13 
My three-year-old's afternoon bus ride from preschool to home, within Queens, has been two and a half to 
three hours. I was told by OPT  it should not be more than an hour and 15 minutes. On Monday, he arrived 
home, diaper soiled, clothing soiled, and with a terrible rash. The bus driver told me that he had too many 
kids on his route and could not guarantee a shorter trip. Bus company (Iridium) supervisor did not call 
back, as promised, so filed a complaint with OPT on Tuesday. I called the Iridium supervisor again and told 
him that I was aware of the max time a student should be riding on an intra-borough bus. He said he would 
figure it out. Still no real change… 
(later:) We were told by the school the bus company was Iridium, but I just looked it up on the DOE/OPT 
site, and it is ALINA SERVICES CORP. 
(still later:) My husband said the morning bus was I & Y 

 

On Sep 11th the bus driver said that they were going to one school before S’s to drop off two children. 
 Then they would travel to S's school to drop off 3 children.  The told me that I should not put Samantha on 
the bus home as the AC was not working properly and that she appeared hot and uncomfortable the day 
before.  
 
I called the bus company to file a complaint and the bus company told me that they  "knew the bus has AC, 
that the bus is checked every day and that the bus driver probably did not know how to turn it on properly." 
 When I questioned this information I was put on hold and eventually I hung up.  No one has called me 
back.  
 
…(continued documentation of fruitless phone calls)... 
 
My ideas for solutions to the process:  
1. have the OPT agent look up the IEP and if it does indicate limited time travel,  change it in the system 
and call the router so they can adjust 
2. assign the route properly in the beginning: have all the kids from an area (e.g downtown NYC) ride on 
the same bus to one school (this is how it has been for the past 3 years for S - not sure why it changed now) 
… 

 

9/14/13 (regarding a student whose medical paperwork limits travel time to 45 minutes)  
Leesel transportation.. This is the bus i am complaining about.. 
On first morning Sept 9.. bus doesn't come in am.. pick up was to be 7:30.. 8:20 called OPT and made 
complaint .. 8:30 called leesel to find out if they are going to be picking my daughter up at school in the 
afternoon and asks why the bus didn't come.. bus driver didn't know my daughter was on bus.. was told she 



will be picked up and be home by 3:15.. Bus came at 4:05..  Hour and 20 minutes 
Sept 10 -- am bus comes at 8:02 not 7:30..afternoon bus got to school at 3:10 not 2:45.. got home 4:01… 
complaint #..The Matron took T off the bus a block away from my apartment .. she was walking down the 
block with my daughter.. My husband met them in the middle of the block.. SHE SHOULDN"T BE 
TAKEN MY DAUGHTER OFF THE BUS TILL SHE IS IN FRONT OF MY APARTMENTAND ME 
OR MY HUSBAND IS THERE... 
sept. 11.. am bus comes at 8:05 for pick up… afternoon.. 4:00… 
sept 12.. am 7:50 afternoon 3:50.. still over 45 minutes. bus driver told me that on friday that my daughter 
will be on the bus from 1:00 to 4:00.. (her school was getting out early on friday 13.. at 1:00).. I spent over 
45 minutes on the phone with OPT finding out why they were going to kept my daughter on the bus so 
long.. I did get it settled.. then i called leesel to find out around what time she will be home1:30 - !:45.. they 
couldn't give me a time but said they will bring her home from school at 1.. 
Sept 13.. am pick up 7:50 - afternoon 1:35… my children  and I shouldn't  be on the street waiting for a bus 
to come for a half an hour.. \Something needs to be done.. she is on the bus longer then 45 minutes all week 
and the bus driver says he has 3 kids before her so he can't be here sooner.. 

 

9/18/13 from a teacher regarding 4 children in her class 
1. (name omitted) 
Today, 9/16, their son, a student in my class for children with intellectual disabilities, who is 6 years old, 
boarded a bus outside of his home. It turns out it was not his bus, the driver and matron did not follow 
procedure to verify who was boarding the bus. We (bus company, DOE, school, opt, police etc) could not 
locate the child until 11:00 (he boarded the bus at 6:30 AM!!!). The bus driver and matron parked the bus 
outside of another school, and just sat there. Wouldn't let him off the bus for all that time, and didn't follow 
proper procedure (if one even exists) all that time. OPT and the police are being sketchy w details- won't 
even tell us what bus company it was. 
 
2.(names omitted) They are all on the same route. Their bus has broken down at least 3 times in less than a 
week. The driver and matron have no control over the bus, to the point the parents feel it is unsafe for their 
kids and are not sending them to school.  The driver has exhibited a lack of common sense and safety: 
including rolling through a stop, when the parents wasn't outside (it was an early dismissal day and the 
parent didn't realize)- instead of stopping and honking and waiting 2-5 min as they are supposed to, he kept 
going and called after he drove away, causing the child (who is 8 and has down syndrome, Benjamin 
family) to be scared bc she didn't know where he was taking her and of course panicking the parents whose 
child was riding on the bus away from their home. 
Same bus, different student, one evening when the bus broke down, hours went by, parent was not notified, 
panicked, called the school, eventually the located the bus and mom had to go and pick him up. 

10/11/13  

My son is 9-years-old and has been attending District 75 for nearly 4 years. I have been dealing with school 
busing, drivers and attendants/matrons in nearly as many years as well.  I have never had a problem with 
any driver or matron until this school year started. In short, I made 3 complaints about improper conduct by 
the matron harassing me on my cell phone and their occasional lateness, which distress my son due to his 
autism diagnosis.  An investigator at OPT is looking into the complaints now, which coincides with an 
incident that only happened yesterday.  
 
I was late by 10-15 minutes for the afternoon dropoff, which is only the second time ever this year.  The 
matron called and was yelling at me 4 minutes after the dropoff time. When I got to the bus, the driver 
proceeded to curse at me in front of my son and said, "I'm calling Child Protective Services on you for 
being late and abusing your son." I called OPT immediately and spoke to the investigator who informed me 
that he would investigate the matter with the matron and driver but expressed doubt that I would be able to 
have my son's bus rerouted over "something like this." 



 
...The company is Logan.  We had moved from one borough to another but the summer route (same 
company) had a different driver and matron who were lovely like the others in the past. 
 
Until this case is investigated, Mr. Eric from OPT said he cannot reroute so my son has to travel 2 hours by 
train and bus to get to school.  
 
…I feel like this is violating the McKinney law that entitles my son to school busing due to living in 
temporary housing. 

10/18/13  
Today I had the opportunity to meet with one of our clients, our agency provide her Medicaid Service 
Coordination service, and she explained to me that her son is not using the yellow bus service at this point 
because it takes 2 hours (!) in the morning and 2 hours in the evening for him to reach his destination, 
please note that R has in place the medical alert (F) 
…we are talking about a child who requires medical attention who CANNOT BE ON THE BUS MORE 
THAN ONE HOUR, is not that the parent doesn’t wants for her child to be on the bus, is that he cannot do 
it. 
The parent has limited resources and cannot afford to pay every day for transportation not only for her son 
but for the nurse as well. 

 

1/2/14  

I received a call from OPT on Sunday stating that my daughter, formerly on an Atlantic/Hoyt route, would 
be onSafe Coach.  She has been waiting since 7:20 am. The bus company phone is not answering/busy 
at 718.257-2444. OPT states THAT TODAY THEY WILL NOT CALL BUS COMPANIES! Lee ann at OPT told 
me that is the only number OPT has for this company, that she does not know who Safe's parent company 
is.  

School told me to Call John Eric Arrinis - Queens Inspector. He is not in office, his voicemail is not set up, 
person who took message at OPT hung up on me when I asked for his name. 

 

(later:)  The bus arrived to pick up my daughter at 8:23am so she was late to school. Two kids had thrown 
up on the bus and my daughter, who gets motion sickness, had to sit and smell it because the matron does 
not clean it up.  
The Queens Inspector did get in touch and also could not reach the bus company. 
 
I have not gotten a new letter from OPT for this route, so I don't know if there are more schools (there were 
three before) nor the number of kids on the bus). My daughter has limited time travel (60 min) 
accommodation, and two weeks or so prior to the company name change, this same route started getting her 
home 35 minutes later. My daughter tells me that the bus is not at the school when school ends and she has 
to wait in the classroom, sometimes 30 minutes for the bus to arrive at the school 

 

1/8/14 Letter from a general ed parent to Deputy Chancellor Grimm: 
Today the bus did not show up. It was 9 degrees out, as you probably noticed.  

 

Rainbow hung up on a parent who called from our stop. Then the company took its phone off the 
hook -- many other parents on the route were calling all morning and getting a busy signal. The fact 
that the city continues to spend our money on these worthless gangsters who have no regard for their 



workforce and have no interest in providing reliable service to children, even in freezing temperatures, is a 
scandal.  

 

It's a new mayor and a new era. Maybe it's time to stop tolerating these clowns and raise the standards for 
city contractors? Better yet, maybe the city can get rid of the whole wasteful contracting system and hire 
the buses and drivers directly? 

 

1/8/14 Letter to Civil Rights lawyer Norman Siegel 
This morning my bus driver called me at 7:07 to tell me that the bus company, Logan, had given his bus to 
someone else so he didn't have a  bus to drive and he was waiting for a replacement. My son is usually 
picked up at 7:20am.  
  
At 7:18 I called Logan to inquire. They told me there was a delay and that the bus would be at my house 
soon. I asked if the bus driver was on the way and she said "yes". So I called my bus driver back and he 
said he was still waiting and was not on the road.  
  
I called the OPT and registered a complaint.  
My son was not picked up until around 9:10 ( 1 hour and 50 minutes later than usual). My son's school 
starts at 8:45.   
 

1/10/14 
Phone call from mother of autistic non verbal child.   
Bus was in an accident and the police came…but the company hid it from her and had the driver say they 
were late because of traffic! 
Child had a series of seizures in the following days.  When school contacted Mom, they mentioned the 
accident and that’s how she found out.  Company unknown. 

 
1/23/14 
Driver in Canarsie 11236 standard bus, had a student added from 11207, route is now so long that kids 
threw up on the bus. 
In her opinion the added student needs a mini-wagon, also the street is too narrow for large bus to drive in 
and out safely. 

 
1/23/14 

My son's bus company is Logan.  On January 7th no bus came to pick up our child and we were lied to by 
the bus company on multiple occasions as to when it would arrive.  It never came.  Our complaint # from 
that time was #2324070. 

I just wanted to let you know that my husband just got off the phone with our bus driver from Logan.  

He just now - at 8:35 - left the bus depot.  The driver - a lovely man -  was at work but they had no bus for 
him to drive to pick up children.  

We again received no phone call from anyone - not the bus company dispatch, not the matron, no one.  We 
called the driver.  

Again, our youngest son will be late for school, my husband will be late for work and my oldest will again 
be missing parts of his day at school.  The lack of accountability and the continued disregard of our child's 
educational needs is really upsetting and it does not seem like anything changes from incident to incident.   














